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Training internship in Italy

Linkitaly s.r.o. in collaboration with Universities, Schools and Hotels,
in the context of training processes, it promotes moments of alternation
with study, through direct knowledge of the world of work. In Italy every
year, from June to September or from December to April, it is possible
to participate in the training and orientation internships in the
knowledge of the Italian language, the English language and hotel
operating techniques and procedures, living the experience within
the the most prestigious hotel companies, by the sea, in the mountains,
in summer and winter. The internship is paid and intends to facilitate
the future career choices of young foreigners in Italy.

Why do an internship in Italy?

More and more young people decide to carry out an internship abroad
during the last years of study or even immediately after obtaining their
qualification. Whether it is an internship for graduates or post-graduate,
this experience is a very important element to include in your curriculum.

In fact, doing an internship abroad says a lot about you to a future
employer, such as:

• language skills: those who have carried out an internship abroad
demonstrate that they have a good knowledge of a foreign language,
sufficient to work effectively in a working environment

• proactive personality: almost all internship experiences abroad do not
just happen, but are the result of research; having an internship experience
abroad in your curriculum demonstrates the desire to get involved
and to actively meet any opportunities.

• excellent communication skills: beyond the language skills that you
will be able to improve, an internship abroad also puts you to the test
from a communication style point of view since different countries may
have different professional communication mechanisms. Being able
to communicate with professionals from different geographical areas
is a plus in today's professional environment.

• openness to new ideas: getting in touch with professionals residing
in other countries will give you the opportunity to confront ideas you
didn't know and maybe even find new options for your future work that
you didn't know existed

• wide working network: during an internship abroad you will be able
to meet professionals in your sector who will become part of your
professional network and who will help you, in the long term, to keep
you updated on relevant issues in your sector

What are language internships abroad?
By linguistic internships we mean those types of internships aimed
at students with the main objective of learning a foreign language
and putting it into practice immediately in the world of work. Linkitaly
organizes training internships, based on the possibility of developing
useful skills to enter the world of work.

Where is it possible to carry out the internship?
With Linkitaly you can carry out a paid internship at hotels, villages or
resorts in almost any destination in Italy, sea or mountains, summer and
winter.

What is the minimum language level to carry out an internship abroad
in a company?
If you currently do not have the necessary language level, no problem:
Linkitaly programs provide specific lessons and prepare you for the world
of work.

